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accelerates at the constriction site, which leads to an increased demand for tial growth. We distinguish two growth rates of the length (L) of the cell: progression is shown. Cell-cycle progression can be expressed in terms of normalised cell age (α), which is defined as the time elapsed since birth divided by the generation time of a cell, i.e. it equals 0 at birth and 1 at division. The cell growth data approximates the expected theoretical relation (dotted lines; see Appendix). B. The average specific elongation rate (sER) of a single cell as function of its normalised age. If growth is exponential, sER follows the relation shown in the Appendix (dotted lines). C. The average specific elongation rate (sER) of a single cell as function of its length. Panels A to C consider only those cells for which we observed both their birth and division event. Cell length or specific elongation rate was conditioned on normalised cell age into bins of width 0.1 and the mean value for each bin was calculated. We remark that the standard-error bars are smaller than the plot markers. In total, we studied N = 15891 cells at the slow growth condition (0.37 hr −1 , arabinose), 12553 cells at an intermediate growth rate (0.65 hr −1 , glucose) and 2887 cells at fast growth rate (0.80 hr −1 , glucose + 4 amino acids condition: methionine, histidine, glutamate and tryptophan). Cells were pooled from 5 independent experiments per condition (see Methods). Distributions of birth length and division length were time-invariant over several generations, confirming balanced growth of the cell population ( Fig. S2 ). We note that the specific growth rate averaged over all cells (⟨sER⟩) was in excellent agreement with the respective population growth rate, for each condition (Fig. S1 ). Figure 1A shows the average growth behaviour of the length of single B. Non-exponential single-cell growth: absolute elon-167 gation rate is biphasic with cell-cycle progression 168 While figure 2 analysed the behaviour of the specific elongation rate d dt ln L, 169 figure 3 focusses on the absolute elongation rate d dt L. Its dynamics along the
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-70 -60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -10 0 0 1 2 3 4 The absolute elongation rate as function of the normalised cell age indicates that most cells start with a fairly constant elongation rate that increases as time progresses in a birth-size dependent manner. B. The absolute elongation rate depends on cell length, which is weakly birth-size dependent when cells grew in the slow and intermediate growth condition. C. The absolute elongation rate of single cells displayed as function of the time to division reveals that all cells in a specific condition start growing faster when approximately the same time is left before they divide, indicating biphasic growth, with phase I marked in grey. Below we analyse this data more carefully to confirm that growth is biphasic. At the fast growth condition, upper plot, the cells that were born large appear to skip phase I.
are related to cell length, we plot the elongation rate as function of cell length 183 ( Fig. 3B ). These curves deviate from the expected exponential curve and 184 the effect of birth size is greatest at the slow-growth condition. The overall 185 curvature is very similar across the three growth conditions: it is biphasic, 186 first the elongation rate is fairly constant while it rises in the second phase.
187
The generation time of cells correlates strongly with their size at birth 188 ( Fig. S4 ). We therefore tested whether the onsets between the first and 189 second phases of growth for different birth-size classes ( Fig 3A,B) phases from the perspective of mechanisms of cell-size homoeostasis. 206 We conclude that the elongation rate of cells as function of the cell-cycle 207 is not exponential, it appears to be biphasic and birth-size dependent. For a 208 specific growth condition, cells start the second phase of growth at a similar 209 time before the cell division, regardless of their birth size. The observed biphasic, non-exponential growth of behaviour of a single cell 214 along its cell-cycle raises the question how its protein synthesis rate behaves.
215
To address this, we exploited the fact that the B. subtilis strain used in this 216 study expressed a constitutive fluorescent protein (GFP), from a genomic 217 locus, that is controllable by an inducible promoter; we described this strain 218 previously 8 . In this section we analyse the strain grown at full induction 219 with 1 mM IPTG. This dataset constitutes a subset of the data shown in 220 figures 1 -3 (see Methods).
221
In Fig. 4A , the average elongation rate and the average fluorescence pro-222 duction rate are both plotted as function of the time to division. Both rates 223 correlate strongly across the two phases. This is perhaps not so surprising,
224
as volume growth rate is often viewed as a result of the synthesis of proteins 225 that occupy volume 27 . Figure 4B indicates that the correlation between the 226 elongation and fluorescence production rate is preserved in the birth-size 227 classes. Figure 4C displays the strong correlation of the elongation rate and 228 the fluorescence production rate (both normalised with respect to the mean 229 value across all conditions).
230
Since the protein production rate and the elongation rate, responsible 231 for protein dilution, strongly correlate one would expect that the protein 232 concentration in cells remains constant along the cell-cycle. Figure 4D con-233 firms this expectation. We note that this is only valid for stable proteins, 234 which are not rapidly degraded, like the fluorescent protein we used. Figure 4 : The fluorescence production rate of single cells as function of the cell-cycle correlates strongly with their elongation rate. A. Average absolute elongation rate and fluorescence production rate as function of the time to division. Phase I is indicated in grey. The three growth conditions are shown on top of each other, with the lowest growth rate condition at the bottom. The elongation rate and the fluorescence production rate of cells show near identical behaviour. The Spearman correlation coefficient ρ between the average fluorescence production rate and the average elongation rate is indicated in the plots. Number of cells that express GFP N= 4233, 1778, 577 for slow, intermediate and fast growth, respectively. B. Average absolute elongation rate and fluorescence production rate as function of the time to division for five cell classes binned according to their birth size ranges. The average growth rate and the average fluorescence production rate of cells show near identical behaviour, regardless of their birth size. Each birth size class contains one third of all GFP expressing cells from each condition. C. The elongation rate as function of the fluorescence production rate for all experiments, normalised with respect to their mean values across all experiments, indicates a near linear relationship. D. The average fluorescence concentration in cells is independent of the time to division and, therefore, also of cell-cycle progression. For plots A, B, D cells were conditioned on time-to-division into bins of 5 minute width and the average value of each bin with > 50 observations was computed. during its entire cell-cycle, which exhibits mixed sizer-adder behaviour; an 254 imperfect adder. Figure 5B and C indicate that B. subtilis' behaviour in 255 the first cell-cycle phase resembles that of a sizer. Figure 5B shows that is largest at birth, and much greater than its value at division. Finally, we 267 studied the cell-size homoeostasis mechanism in the second phase of the cell- Our experiments indicate that an isogenic population of B. subtilis cells 286 that grows at a constant specific growth rate consists of individual cells 287 that show cell-cycle dependent deviations from this fixed rate ( Fig. 1 ).
288
This behaviour was observed at three conditions. These systematic growth-289 rate deviations are not evident at the population level because individual 290 cells pass asynchronously through their cell-cycles. Figure 2B illustrates 291 four important effects: i. growth rate variation is introduced at cell birth 292 ( Fig. S3 ), ii. smaller cells grow faster at birth, iii. the specific growth rate 293 dynamics of a single cell depend on its birth size, and iv. all cells finally 294 reach a specific growth rate that is independent of their birth size at the 295 end of the cell-cycle. Cell size heterogeneity is also greatly influenced by cell 296 division ( Fig. 5B ), its coefficient of variation is large at cell birth and the 297 size variation is compensated for during the cell-cycle, which is indicated in 298 Fig. 2A and in Fig. 5A , where it can be seen that the total added length 299 during a cell-cycle corrects for variations in birth size.
300
The dynamic compensation of growth rate and size variation during the 301 cell-cycle might be the outcome of a regulatory mechanism that compensates 302 either for perturbations in the growth rate or the cell size, as a result of noisy 303 cell division. Since our data also indicates a strong correlation between the 304 growth rate of the cell and the protein synthesis rate, we speculate that this 305 unidentified regulatory mechanism might control the growth rate by acting 306 on the protein synthesis rate. Translation regulation in B. subtilis 29 is not 307 yet as well understood as in E. coli 30 , but its workings are qualitatively 308 similar. In E. coli growth rate is adjusted by regulation of the ribosome 309 concentration via ppGpp, a second messenger that is produced when trans-310 lation is limited by amino acids 31 . This mechanism might provide a direct 311 coupling between the metabolic state, perturbed by cell division, the bal-312 ance between amino acid synthesis and consumption, during translation, 313 and the cell's growth rate. This coupling would lead to a strong correlation 314 between the growth rate and the protein production rate of a cell, which 315 is indeed what was observed ( Fig. 4C ). Since those two rates are strongly 316 correlated, protein synthesis and dilution remain balanced, ensuring that 317 the concentration of stable proteins remains homoeostatic ( Fig. 4D ).
318
We observed deviations from a fixed exponential growth rate as cells 319 progress through their cell cycle ( Fig. 2B ). Figure 3B indicates that this 320 is because the absolute growth is not proportional to size. This becomes 321 particularly evident when elongation rate is plotted versus time-to-division, 322 allowing two distinct growth regimes or phases to be defined ( Fig. 3C ).
323
Despite deviations from fixed exponential growth during the cell cycle, and 324 significant size and growth rate differences at birth, all cells behave very 325 similarly at the end of the cell cycle ( Fig. 2B ). By looking at growth dy-326 namics during each of the identified phases, we could gain further insight 327 into how growth rate and size compensations are achieved during the cell 328 cycle.
329
In the first phase, during which the cells act as sizers ( Fig. 5C ), the 330 elongation rate is constant and independent of the birth size of the cells.
331
The fact that the specific growth rate varies with size ( Fig. 2B) is therefore 332 completely explained by the normalisation of this growth rate measure by 333 length. The second phase has a fairly constant duration and the cells there-334 fore behave as timers ( Fig. 5D ). Overall, they behave as imperfect adders 335 ( Fig. 5A ) in agreement with previous findings 13 . Thus, the length added 336 during phase I correlates strongly with size at birth (Fig. 5C) We binned time series data of all cells into 10 age bins of width 0.1 each.
Methods

484
To avoid sampling bias resulting from varying interdivision times (IDT), i.e. :
The function was fitted to the ensemble of data points from each birth 497 length class, yielding 5 fits per growth condition. 
Thus, when the specific rate of molecule synthesis and volume are equal 631 then concentrations are constant and will remain so and define the specific 632 growth rate of a cell. Since,
as the birth volume of a cell and the generation time, t g , is defined as
The volume of an idealised rod-shaped cell equals the volume V cap of a 636 sphere, with radius r, plus that of a cylinder with length L = l − 2r, with l 637 as the length of the cell and r as its radius,
When we assume that the cell's volume grows by length then r(t) becomes 639 a constant r and
Thus when µ V is constant during balanced growth µ l is not; since,
Note that l b ≥ 2r such that 0 ≤ r l b ≤ 1 2 and that 0 ≤ t ≤ t g . This last equation 645 indicates that µ l ≠ µ V under conditions of balanced growth when µ V is fixed.
Additional figures
B15, 0 µM B15, 50 µM B15, 1000 µM BSB1, 0 µM BSB1, 1000 µM Arabinose Glucose Glucose + 4 a.a. Figure S1 : Comparison between single cell average ⟨sER⟩ and population growth rate as measured by the length increase of the whole population. The dashed line is a linear fit to the log-transformed total cell length of the population, the slope of which yields the specific growth rate. We define the region of exponential growth by an R 2 -cutoff (R 2 ≥ 0.995) of the fit to the log-transformed data (grey area). In all analyses in the main text, we only consider cells that were born within the grey area. Figure S6 : Correction for fluorescence drift. The drift in fluorescence over the course of each experiment was estimated from an area in the field of view without cell growth (a., b., upper panel, see Methods for details). A polynomial function was fitted to the rescaled background fluorescence and used to normalise the fluorescence values of all cells (c., d.). The example shown here is for B15, grown on arabinose with 1000 µM IPTG added.
